Spill Zone
by Scott Westerfeld
When a disaster destroys her city, ends her parents' lives and leaves her
sister badly scarred, Addison earns money by taking photographs of the
devastation for high-paying art collectors, including an eccentric patron
who offers a million dollars for a life-risking image.

Waking in Time
by Angie Stanton
After waking up in her college dorm room, Abbi Thorp finds herself
transported to 1983--and that is only the beginning of a trip back in time
that exposes her to some of the secrets in her family's past and to a
fellow time traveler named Will.

Want
by Cindy Pon
A tale set in a heavily polluted Taipei of the near future follows the efforts
of a group of teens to save their city in the face of social divisions that
enable the wealthy to secure long, protected lives while the poor suffer
illness and early death.

What Goes Up
by Katie Kennedy
Teenagers Rosa and Eddie, trainees in a top-secret space exploration and
research program, must thwart the aliens' Earth-destroying mission by
stealing their spacecraft and traveling extra-dimensionally to an
alternate Earth.
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Defy the Stars

Mars One

by Claudia Gray

by Jonathan Maberry

A teen soldier from an Earth colony planet fighting for its independence
finds herself stranded in space on an abandoned ship where she bonds
with a sophisticated mech prototype, who is forced to serve her at the
risk of his own life.

When his family is chosen for a first mission to colonize Mars, Tristan
reluctantly says goodbye to his girlfriend before the sabotaging acts of a
terrorist group make him question the mission's purpose.

The Edge of the Abyss

Nemesis

by Emily Skrutskie

by Brendan Reichs

Eighteen-year-old Cassandra Leung struggles with her morality and her
romantic relationship with fellow pirate Swift Kent as she and the
Minnow pirate crew work to take down wild sea monsters, dubbed
Hellbeasts, who are attacking ships and destroying theocean
ecosystem.

Murdered every two years by the same mysterious person before
waking up unhurt with all evidence erased, Min resolves to end the
violent cycle before uncovering a conspiracy involving her classmates, a
boy who suffers from destructive nightmares and a giant asteroid on a
collision course with the Earth.

Empress of a Thousand Skies

Nowhere Near Y
You
ou

by Rhoda Belleza

by Leah Thomas

Determined to reclaim her crown from a corrupt government and exact
revenge for the deaths of her parents, Crown Princess Rhiannon
narrowly escapes an assassination attempt and finds herself on the run
in outer space alongside a refugee pilot who has been framed for the
attack.

Ollie and Moritz, products of a strange science, form a friendship
through letters, as Ollie, who is allergic to electricity, embarks on his
first road trip away from the woods and Moritz decides which school
would best suit an eyeless boy.

The Exo Project

Ones and Zeroes : a Mirador novel

by Andrew DeYoung

by Dan Wells

When Matthew joins the Exo Project, which has the goal of securing a
new home for humankind as the Earth's temperature rises, he meets
Kiva, an exoplanet teenager with whom he feels a strong bond.

Searching for a mysterious hacker when her Overworld team is invited
to compete in an exclusive tournament, Marisa discovers that the event
is rife with corruption, infighting and dangers that render winning the
only way to survive.

In Over Their Heads
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
Twins Nick and Eryn make contact with their new step-siblings, Ava and
Jackson, before embarking on a mission to save the world without
sacrificing their human or robotic family members.

Rebel Rising
by Beth Revis
When Jyn Erso was five, her mother was murdered and her father taken
from her to serve the Empire. But despite the loss of her parents she is
not completely alone, Saw Gerrera takes her in as his own, and gives her
not only a home but all the abilities and resources she needs to become
a rebel herself.

